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YOU WON’T BELIEVE WHO’S COMING!
J-Day 2010 - Check out all the details on page 7!
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Hiya!

This is the part of the year that is stuffed full of
conventions and we look forward to bringing
you lots of photo coverage of some of the
busier ones.

This issue brings you the IBM Eastbourne
souvenir centre pages. It was great to see so
many of you there at the IBM convention which
is one of the best in England. We had fun, as
always, and met up with old friends as well as
making lots of new ones.

Before you know it half-term will arrive and
J-Day will be looming. Don’t forget to buy your
ticket well in advance – our theatre is small and
we have such a great line-up for you that I don’t want you to be disappointed! You
cannot buy a ticket on the day so don’t think of arriving without one!

In November we will be meeting each other at the International Convention in London
and full details of that are over the page with a special offer for our members so do be
sure to take advantage of it!

Meanwhile – at the very moment you are reading this I will be at a convention in Las
Vegas! Once again I hope to bring you lots of news and photos as some of the great
US names will be lecturing and performing there. Teller will be giving a lecture (!) and
I will also be seeing Chris Angel as well as Mac King and the Amazing Jonathan. The
UK’s own Graham Jolley, and Richard McDougall will be in the line-up too so it sounds
like a great four days!

The next issue of Secrets will be full of convention coverage and I only hope I don’t burn
out the camera!

Remember to keep sending In your news and views. We are always interested in
hearing from you. Any pieces for publication in our pages should have one or two high
resolution photos too!
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Do you live in Ireland? Or are you going there for a
visit? There is a super new website for all magical
Irish news, created by Brendan Byrne, covering both
North and South of the country. From dealers to
magic clubs who would welcome you as a visitor – to
shows that you and your family will be able to
attend... Irish Magic News has it all.

There are contact details for most of Ireland’s top
magicians and news on what they’ve been doing –
just anything and everything you would want to
know about magic in Ireland!

Of course reading Irish Magic News is not
restricted to magicians who live there so do pop in
and get to know about the magic of Ireland.

You can find them at:

www.irishmagicnews.com

Cumbria has a newmagic club!
So far the Cumbrian Magic Circle has fifteen
members and membership is open to anyone over
sixteen with a genuine interest in magic. It meets
between September and July, on the third
Tuesday of the month, in Houghton Village Hall.
The venue is easily accessible from Carlisle and
from junction 44 of the M6. Doors open at
7.30pm and the meeting start at 8pm. Visiting
magicians are always welcome. This will be the
second time a magic club has been started in
Carlisle. The first, founded by Northern Magic
Circle member Alan Driffield, ran for about ten
years from 1959. Since then the nearest club to
Carlisle has been over sixty miles away in
Newcastle or Barrow in Furness.

The new club brings together a good mix of ages
and skills. Members range from 16 to over 70
years of age and include children's entertainers,
close-up workers, cardicians, a juggler and some
people new to magic. Most of all, everyone shares
an enthusiasm for magic and for getting together
to share knowledge and to learn new skills.

Please note:- This club is not part of YMC.

For more information or to enquire about
membership email:
basby100cumbrianmagic@yahoo.co.uk

IRISHMAGICIANS
WEBSITE FOR
EVERYTHING!

Brendan

Byrne
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YMCWORKSHOP DATES 2010/11
24th October (Sunday J-Day) 13th November 15th January
12th February 12th March 16th April
21st May 18th June 23rd July
17th September 23rd October (Sunday J-Day) 19th November

Workshop fee £5.00. As always workshops will run from 11am - 4pm and will be held at The Magic Circle HQ
(address on page three). Please be sure to bring packed lunch (drinks will be provided free), a deck of cards,
notebook and a pen as minimum requirements for the day. Please note: you must register in advance each time.
Email: mandy@themagiccircle.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL MAGIC
CONVENTION

THEMACMILLANWEEKEND
26TH TO 28TH NOVEMBER 2010November is famous for the wonderful Londonconvention which I knowmany of you will makean effort to attend, There is the most prestigiousclose up competition, with the Kevin ReayTrophy up for grabs, which attracts entrantsfrom all over theworld. Couple this with amazinglectures and an outstanding gala show and youwill realise that this is one of the priceless jewelsof the magic world – run by the MacMillanfamily of International magic and originallycreated by the head of the family – the late andgreat award-winning magician Ron MacMillan.This year the convention brings performancesfrom the USA’s David Ben and also Tom Noddy –the Bubble Guy. There will be the /irst ever visitto the UK from Ponta the Smith and also theFlicking Fingers from Germany will be there toentertain and amaze.

Tickets are available from the InternationalMagic website:
www.internationalmagic.com/pages

convention.html

Aswe go to press i have had amessage for you allfrom Noel Britten, the main organiser:
If members of YMC show their membership
cards (no other I.D. will do) when they pick
up their registration pack they will get a free
International Magic own-brand DVD (valued
up to £25.00) for every £20.00 they spend on
the International Magic stand in the dealer
hall of the convention.

As you can see this is a super offer and is
limited to our members only so be sure you
know where your card is - and take it with
you!

EXAM RESULTS!
Very few people got back to me this year but
congratulations to the following:

JONATHAN BRAY - A LEVELS:

A,B,C,C which was enough to get him into his
first choice university, Loughborough, to study
computer science,

ALEX SPRACKLING - GCSEs

Media: A
Employability Skills: 2 Bs
Maths: C
English Language: C
English Lit: C
ICT: Pass
Business Studies: Pass
Science: Pass

GARROD MCHALE-DILL - GCSE’s

A* in both Maths and Physics
B x 7 subjects
C ICT

David
Ben

Ponta
The
Smith

Flicking Fingers



GHOST STORIES:
WINNER TELLS
ALL!

In the last issue of Secrets magazine we
held a competition for which the prize
was two tickets for the production,
Ghost Stories. The winner was Megan
Knowles-Bacon and here is her report on
the evening:

I never expected to win the competition in Secrets so
it was a great surprise to find I had won two top
price tickets to Ghost Stories -which goes to show
entering the competitions really pays off!.

I took along a friend but neither of us had a clue
what we were letting ourselves in for. With people
telling me they were too scared to go, we were both
quite frightened before we even arrived at the Duke
of York Theatre, on Tuesday 3rd August.

The theatre itself was decorated in a strange and

eerie manner which all added to the atmosphere.
The show was brilliant, fun and very scary. It was
extremely well written by Jeremy Dyson and Andy
Nyman, in a way that built up maximum tension. It
was quite short with no interval, so no-one had a
chance to escape half-way, and this really helped to
keep the scary atmosphere.

Along with the special effects, by Scott Penrose,
the show had my friend and I holding on to each
other throughout and she even jumped out of her
seat!

This was an amazing piece of theatre which I
thoroughly recommend seeing (it runs until 7th
Nov 2010), but as the unknown helps make this
scary – I am not allowed to reveal any more secrets!

by Megan Knowles-Bacon
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J-DAY•2010J-DAY•2010

DERREN IS COMING!
YES – YOU HEARD! BOOK YOUR TICKET NOW!

The wait was worth it! The line-up is complete:
DERREN BROWN WILL BE GIVING A TALK EXCLUSIVE TO YMC!

FRANCIS MENOTTI WILL BE GIVING A PRESENTATION DURING THE DAY.

FOR OUR GALA SHOW:

ALAN HUDSON • OLIVER TABOR • AMANDA FARELL • FRANCIS MENOTTI

PLUS THE FINALS OF OUR COMPETITIONS AND SOME GREAT DEALERS
SO GET THAT TICKET BEFORE WE SELL OUT!

Sandwiches and snacks will be available for you to buy all day too
but you may bring a packed lunch if you prefer.

Tickets,WHICH MUST BE BOUGHT IN ADVANCE, cost only
£12.00 (Members Only). Please call 020 8387 2222 to buy yours.

Please note that we do not take bookings for adults
our tickets are for YMC members only as our theatre is too small.

2 4 T H O C T O B E R
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How To Turn A
Card Into A
Number: Part 2
This is even easier than the previous formula.

Assume, again, that the spectator names the Nine
of Clubs.

First, multiply the value by 4, which, in this case,
gives 36.

Next, subtract the “key” number for Clubs, which is
15, from this figure, which gives a result of 21.

So, the Nine of Clubs is in the 21st position.

Note that this principle works for every card, but
there are six special cases corresponding to the six
numbers mentioned in the first formula.

For the Three of Clubs, for example, you finish with

a negative number: -3. It is obvious that this card is
not in the -3rd position! In such a case, take away
the negative number from 52 and you will get the
right position! The Three of Clubs is in the 49th
position. That’s all!

So, having gone through
all of this, what can you do
with suchaStackedDeck?
Well, you can do most routines with this type of
stack that you can with most other systems.
However the one that I shall leave you with is,
once again, kindly provided by Boris Wild and is
called “Flash Memorisation”.

This simplest application
is to simulate the
memorisation of a full
pack in a few seconds.
Rapidly false shuffle your memorised deck a few
times, then spread the cards in your hands with
fierce intensity, pretending to memorise the entire
deck.

STACKED DECKSMathmatical Stacks
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Square the cards and then ask a spectator to call out
a random number from 1 to 52.

Whilst simulating intense recall of the pack’s order,
mentally perform the “number to card” calculation
(see the first formula) and announce the appropri-
ate card.

Hand over the pack and
instruct the spectator
to count down to the
position: The called out
card will be there!
You will note, if you spread the stacked deck face
up, that the suits rotate in a regular basis -

Clubs - Hearts - Spades - Diamonds

just as they did in the Si Stebbins and Eight Kings
Stacks in the previous two articles. However, there
is no discernible sequence to the values, which is one
area in which this system differs from the previous
two we have covered.

The “Instant B.W. Memorised Deck” is still a
commercial item which Boris Wild sells, so please
respect his generosity in allowing The Young
Magicians Club to use this excellent system by
learning it well and keeping the secret to yourself.

If you want to see more of Boris Wild’s award
winning work, please visit his web site at...

www.boriswild.com

where you will also see reference to his Marked
Deck, which is a brilliant application of Ted Lesley’s
“Marked Deck” system, that works especially well
with the “Instant B.W. Memorised Deck” covered
in this article.

Next time, we shall move on to what may be
described as the Ultimate Stacked Deck, and one
which also removes any possibility of a spectator
seeing any pattern or sequence in the deck.

PART 5 ByMark S. Farrar AIMC



The 39th Annual MacMillan Convention
26th, 27th & 28th November 2010

International Magic, 89 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1R 5BX. UK
E: admin@internationalmagic.com / Tel: +44 (0) 20 7405 7324  Fax: +44 (0) 20 7831 2927

November is Magic in London

For details see the ‘Convention’ page at www.internationalmagic.com

November 26-28th this year again sees a star studded 3 days of magic at London’s

ONLY annual Magic Convention, the MacMillan International Magic Convention

Now in its 39th year, this friendly convention has a reputation for bringing new

and outstanding talent to the UK, this year is no exception: Still affectionately known 

as “Ron’s day” and with organization by the extraordinary Noel Britten, the convention

lives on nearly four decades later through its regular attendees, friends and family

members who make up the soul of this unique magic convention. Once again “Ron’s”

will be held at the fabulous ‘Mermaid Theatre and Convention Centre’, right in the

heart of London with stunning views over the river Thames.

Here are some confirmed names:

Noel Britten - UK

David Ben - Canada

Tom Noddy - USA

Ponta The Smith - Japan

Kim Hyun Joon - Korea
Michael Vincent - UK

PLUS: Flicking Fingers - Germany:    

Johnny Fox - USA

Gazzo - UK

Richard McDougall - UK

FLEXIBLE REGISTRATION OPTIONS!
Pick and choose your convention
registration with options from single
day events to the full weekend.

PLUS: HOTEL DEALS!
Excellent accommodation deals selected
for location and price. Early booking by
September 30 will secure the best price.

Featuring performances from: Pit Hartling, Thomas Fraps, Manuel Merte,

 Jorg Willich, Nicolai Friedrich, Gaston, Helge Thum, Ben Profane

 & Stephan Kirschbaum, the November 2010 MacMillan Convention

 promises to be one of our best yet!
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Once again the IBM brought us some of the top
names in magic, together with some exciting
competition entries, and everyone had a great time!
There were a lot more junior magicians too as, for
the first time, there was a special weekend rate for
under-18s and this certainly boosted numbers. It was
wonderful to see so many regular workshop
attendees as well as great to meet YMC members
who don’t usually make it to our London events.

We were proud to have some great past members
winning awards in the competitions as well as taking
part in other ways.

Recent past member Ed Hilsum was awarded second
place in the challenging Shield competition for stage
magic. The winner was Romany and third place went
to Oliver Tabor, who you will see performing at J-Day,
so you can see how well Ed did to achieve a second
place.

Likewise, past member Alex Hansford won the Zena
Bennett Trophy and first place in the Close Up
competition as well as the Rovi Trophy for technique
with cards.

Another past member, Michael Jordan, compered
the stage competition which is a huge honour and
he did an excellent job of it. Meanwhile current
member Sonny Pennington was the compere for the
Stars of the Future show on Sunday morning and
also did very well indeed.

It was great to see the Real Hustle’s Paul Wilson
wandering around the convention. He wasn’t
performing, just there to hang out with friends, and
it was interesting to find that many people didn’t
realise he was a magician at all! In fact Paul is an
excellent close up worker, especially with coin magic.
Some magicians only made it to Eastbourne for one
day but it was good to see them wandering around
the dealer halls.

I was delighted when Romany won the Shield com-
petition – she works exceedingly hard at her magic,
rehearsing every day. Both she and Ed Hilsum have
taken part in Jeff McBride’s Mystery School in Las
Vegas and it was good to see them get such
excellent results from their studies.

The workshop for our members went very well. We
had four good magicians teaching a variety of magic.
The International President of the IBM, Rolando
Santos, taught some card magic; Hayashi taught
misdirection using rubber band effects; Flip taught
rope magic and Danny Hunt and Annette, of
Amethyst, taught escapes!

I am delighted to say that Danny & Annette are
prepared to come down to London and present an
illusion workshop for YMC. We’ll fix a date some
time next year so look out for the announcement –
and I hope you enjoy this photo souvenir of magical
memories of the IBM convention.

INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD
OFMAGICIANS
CONVENTION:

EASTBOURNE 2010

Paul Wilson

‘Hustling’ inside

Secrets!

Steve
Hewlett

Sara Morgan
Leah

The
Great
Nardini
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Alex Hansford

Winner 2010

IBM Close-UP

Competition

YMC’s
Sonny
Pennington

Martin
Eisele

Carl & Dave
Comedy Award

Danny

Buckler

Ed Hilsum
2nd Place
Stage

Oliver Tabor

3rd Place
Stage

Graham P.

Jolley

Hayashi

Sean
Carpenter

Rom
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ATIONAL
ERHOOD
GICIANS
NTION:
RNE 2010

Pluck

Paul Wilson & John Archer

Julius
Frack

Flip

Manuele Meurte

Rolando Santos
International
President

Cyril
Harvey

Michael

Jordan -

Compere

Incoming
IBM President
Keith Cooper

Charlie Frye

& Company Matt
Johnson

many & President Shirley

Richard Forget
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ESPMAGIC
by Ian Adair

The performer displays a set of five ESP
cards and requests a spectator to freely
select one of the symbols. Each card is
placed into an envelope which the
spectator chooses and all are sealed. The
spectator mixes up the envelopes whilst
the performer turns away for a few
moments.

Placing each envelope to his forehead,
the performer can immediately reveal
which envelope contains the selected
symbol. Everything can be examined at
the start and finish of this easy-to-do
experiment.

APPARATUS

Five long self-sealing envelopes measuring
110 x 220mm (DL size).

A set of five ESP symbol cards – Circle, Square, Cross,
Wavy Lines, Triangle.

WORKING AND
PRESENTATION

Display the set of cards, bringing to the audience’s
attention each individual symbol. Lay the five cards
face up on a table surface, or simply fan them, so
each is recognisable. Ask a spectator to freely select
one. At this stage the performer must take a note of
the selected symbol.

The performer inserts each card into individual
envelopes. In doing so the symbols which have not
been selected are taken in the right hand whilst the
left holds the envelopes and, one at a time, are
placed inside, sideways (landscape). The selected
symbol card (which should be picked up third or

fourth) is inserted
into its envelope
the same way but
casually pivoted
upwards (portrait).
The performer will
find that cards can
either be inserted
sideways or upright
within envelopes of
this shape and size.

All envelopes are
sealed and then handed to the spectator to shuffle.

Each envelope is handed back, one at a time, to the
performer who immediately places them to his
forehead. The fingers feel for the card inside,
detecting whether or not each is sideways or
upright. Should the fingers feel the card in the
upright position, this then will be the selected ESP
one. Should the spectator hand over the envelope
with the selected card inside first, don’t reveal it right
away. Explain that you are experiencing extra
sensory powers and place it to one side. Continue to
reveal the others as symbols which have not been
selected.

The envelopes are opened to reveal the cards inside.
However when the selected card is being removed,
have the flaps upright and facing the audience; then
pivot over the card so that when it is being
withdrawn it will appear In similar position as the
others.

Note: if wished, instead of placing each envelope to
the forehead, the performer could turn away from
the audience whilst each is handed over. This means
that he or she never looks at any of the envelopes
and, since the method uses touch alone to detect
the contents, makes the effect look more baffling.
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Age?
Sixteen.

Current home?
Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire.

Joined the YMC?
31st May 2004 - six long, loyal years.

Hobbies?
I love performing whether it’s magic, drama, music
or juggling. I’m also interested in the film, television
and theatre Industries.

Favourite magic book?
‘The Art of Magic and Sleight of Hand’ by Nicholas
Einhorn. It really started me on every aspect of
performing.

Favourite non-magic book?
‘The Great Casino Heist’

Favourite film?
I have way too many favourites but ‘The Shawshank
Redemption’, ‘Catch Me if You Can’, ‘Slumdog
Millionaire’ to name just a few.

HARRY DE CRUZ
Favourite Magician?
Mac King for his brilliant comedy magic and
presentation of even the easiest tricks.

What kind of magic do you like best?
Even though I perform close-up I really enjoy
watching the stage acts with their illusions and
wonderful stage presence.

What do you enjoy most about ‘Secrets’?
Reading about the other members of YMC and their
experiences.

Magical influences?
Paul Megram (A local magician, mentor and a very
good friend of mine).

Non - magical influences?
Tim Vine with his witty one liners.

If you had your own TV chat show and could
interview any three people – real or fictitious,
dead or alive – who would they be?
Tommy Cooper, Tom Hanks - and the late, great Ali
Bongo just to hear his stories one more time.

Tips for anyone getting into magic?
Start simple. don’t push yourself too far, too fast.
Relax when performing - if you’re happy and relaxed
when performing the audience will feel happy and
relaxed too. And just enjoy it!

Some people I would like to thank in magic:
The YMC team for all the support and trust they’ve
given me in the past six years. WAM (Watford
Association of Magicians); Paul Megram and Sam
Cross for their help and expertise with developing
me as a magician whilst growing up. And my family
for supporting me, buying my tricks, taking me to
all the shows, enduring hours of watching me
practise - and sitting in the car park whilst I perform.
Thanks!



This is a great little close-up item that has just about everything: it’s original, baffling, surprising,
not hard to do (with a little practice) and very cleverly thought out. If you want a good new close-
up item that is a little bit different, will entertain people for a few minutes and lead up to a neat,
strong ‘No way!’ finish, this is it!

It’s about keys or, more specifically, the holes on keys. You show two standard keys. You hold one,
a spectator holds the other. The hole on your key vanishes,
and somehow materialises on the key the spectator has
been holding tightly inside his fist. So his key now
features two holes and yours has none. You swap with
him. You take the ‘two holes’ key, magically pluck one of
the holes off and it mysteriously appears on the key the
spectator is holding – with a beautiful surprise twist
that I won’t give away here. At the end of the routine
everything can be examined and there’s nothing to
find.

You get a DVD and the keys you need to do the trick - but they are just keys with holes (or
not-holes), with no moving parts and nothing to wear out or go wrong. The magic comes
from the cleverly structured routine. A very strong piece of original close-up magic and
highly recommended.

Keymaster
By Craig Petty � Reviewedby Ian Rowland

8/10

DVD (42 min
s) plus props.

£23.99 plus £
3.00 p&p from

www.WorldM
agicStore.com

or your favou
rite dealer.

Value for mon
ey?

Worth the pra
ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

8/10

8/10

I'll begin with this statement: Tom Stone's Vortex is
the most important book published in the last twelve
months. It is filled with great, innovative magic and
thinking which is designed to motivate the reader
into breaking free of tired plots and hackneyed
presentations.

Tom Stone is a young Swedish magician whose
books I have enjoyed in the past, including The
Warpsmith's Toolbox, The Warpsmith Returns and
a series of exciting e-books. He writes a
bimonthly column in Genii magazine. Effects
include the production of dozens (hundreds?)

of spongeballs, a vanishing glass, coin and card
effects, ring and string effects, card material, a coin production ending with the pro-
duction of a bottle – plus dozens of 'notebook' ideas that stretch the boundaries of
what one might have thought possible.

Some of this material, and some of the essays, might be a bit challenging but, no
matter what kind of magic you perform, I think you will find much to stimulate you in
Vortex. It has my highest recommendation.

Vortex
by Tom Stone � ReviewedbyMatthewField

9/10
Value for money?

Worth the practice?

Amaze your friends?

Hard backed book.£38 plus p&p. Availablefrom Hermetic Presswww.HermeticPress.comor your favourite dealer

from � to ���
Some practice, some difficult material.

9/10

9/10

��
Some Practice
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Patrick Redford is a very proficient mentalist with strong creative
talents. I have enjoyed his previous publications and I regard his
‘Prevaricator’ concept to be one of the finest creations of recent
times.

That having been said, I was rather disappointed with this latest
offering. Sub-titled ‘Four deadly mental feats with cards’, the
booklet has a rather novel structure. The first half is a comic
strip in which contemporary mentalists are re-imagined as
characters from the old ‘Wild West’ days. The comic strip
features dramatised illustrations of what the four card routines
in this booklet would look like in performance. In the second
half of the booklet, using normal prose, Patrick explains the
four routines and how to do them.

Effects include ‘Card Counter’, a memorisation stunt, ‘Spot
Poker Tells’, ‘ESP Cards’, a ‘perfect match’ effect with five pairs of

cards, and ’30 Card Poker Deal’.

Redford is one of the brightest lights in mentalism. There are some good ideas in this latest
offering but it is not on a par with his best work.

Square By Patrick G. Redford
� Reviewedby Ian Rowland

7/10 Amaze your friends?

7/10Value for money?

A4 x 26pgs.
£26.20 plus

£3.00 p&p from
www.world-of-magic.co.uk

This unusual DVD is really simply a bunch of demos for iPhone apps
which can be downloaded, plus an access code to unlock them.
There are ten of these, eight actual apps and two movies which,
when played, look like your normal screen and then allow you to
perform a card revelation. The price of the DVD is inclusive of
everything.

Among the effects is a version of the Princess Card Trick
similar to the one that everyone has seen on the internet; a
means for you to apparently throw a sponge ball (you choose
the colour) onto the screen and move it around before
plucking it off; a similar effect with a coin (again you
choose, although there is no British currency); a card
prediction based on the method for Perfect Time; a card revelation in
which you draw a face on the screen (at your own risk) and it animates, naming the chosen
(forced) card; and my favourite, a card is selected (forced) and you state that your iPhone (or
Pod) is scanning the backs to examine fingerprints. The spectator touches his finger to the
screen and a 'scan' begins, after which the card is revealed. You can change the card to
whichever you want.

At about £3.00 an app these are not overly expensive for magic tricks, although you are buying a bundle and may decide not to use
everything. I found the programs to be well-written and the graphics excellent. If you're carrying one of those i-things around, I think
you'll enjoy playing with the effects.

Virtual Magic Pro
by Benjamin Vianney � ReviewedbyMatthewField

7/10

DVD plus ten
apps for

iPhone and iP
od Touch

(downloaded
from iTunes).

£25 plus p&p
from

www.world-o
f-magic.co.uk

Value for mon
ey?

Worth the pra
ctice?

Amaze your fr
iends?

7/10

8/10

Worth the practice? 7/10

things that youmightwant to beg, borrowor steal (in amagical sense) - or put on yourwish list!

��
Some practice

��
Some Practice
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KLEVER-KUT
by IAN ADAIR

The special envelope I’m about to describe can
be used in a number of effects...

EFFECT 1 - A Force

Used as a force, this envelope will aid the performer
in forcing any one of fifty-two cards.

A deck of cards is well shuffled and squared up, then
placed face down onto the table. The performer
picks up the envelope at one corner and asks a spec-
tator to merely cut the deck. The envelope marks the
cut and the remainder of the cards are placed on
top. When the envelope is peeled back the next card
is always the ‘forced’ one.

EFFECT 2 - A Prediction

As above but with the added feature of displaying
the envelope as one which contains a prediction.
When opened the envelope contains a written
prediction revealing the name of the cut-at card.

EFFECT 3 - A Trick

A deck of cards is placed face down onto the table.
A spectator is asked to cut the deck anywhere
wished. The envelope is sandwiched between,
marking the cut. The cut-at card is revealed. The writ-
ten prediction inside is removed and read aloud – it
is one hundred per cent correct. The audience
suspects all the cards in the deck are the same.
When reversed the deck reveals that they are all, in
fact, blank-faced cards.

APPARATUS

For the first two effects:

A regular deck.

A special envelope – (as illustrated) this contains a
slot cut into one side. A bold black line

camouflages
this with the
word
‘PREDICTION’
printed above.

Remove any
card (to be the
forced one)
from the deck
and insert it,
face upper-
most, through
the slot so the
top portion
protrudes. Have the envelope, faked side down,
lying on your table with the deck nearby.

WORKING:

To present the first two effects a regular deck is shuf-
fled by a member of the audience, then squared up
and placed face down onto the table surface. The
spectator is asked to cut the deck. At the same time
you, the performer, pick up the envelope using your
finger and thumb and gripping it by one corner. The
envelope is placed on top of the lower section of
cards. The spectator is asked to place the top cards
on top of the envelope.

The performer recaps what has been done so far
and the deck is held down using the left hand whilst
the right brings up the envelope peeling it back. This
in turn reveals the cut-at card which protrudes from
the slot. The spectator is requested to slide it out of
the deck.

Using this as a prediction type effect the slotted side
of the card can actually be shown with the wording
and underline. It is opened and a piece of paper, or
card, inside is removed and the prediction read
aloud.

The third effect uses a blank-faced deck. The
working is as previous except the sucker climax
reveals all the cards being the same but being blank.
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FLUKES By
SIMON
LOVELL

Simon Lovell is an English magician who lives
in New York. He has produced many books,
lecture notes and DVDs and is well known as a
highly entertaining performer. Until recently he
had an off-Broadway one-man show which
broke all records.

Simon is a dear friend and has told me that I
may reproduce any of his writings in the pages
of Secrets… so here we go:

I think it’s important to mention the use of flukes
and luck in close-up magic. Sometimes
you won’t get any but on other occa-
sions you’ll get so many that it’ll be like
getting fifty extra presents you didn’t ex-
pect on your birthday! You can also en-
gineer situations where flukes are more
likely to occur.

When somebody takes a card and shows
it to the rest of the audience you’ll often
get a glimpse of it yourself. If you are
standing, and they’re sitting, the proba-
bility of you doing so is that much
higher. Should you tell them you’ve seen
the card? I don’t. By sighting the card
you’ve got a miracle on your hands.
Don’t just blurt out the card – treat it like
the best force you’ve ever done! They
can return the card, shuffle – and you
can still find it.

One thing I often do is to get them to sign the card,
return it to the deck and shuffle. I then quickly riffle
through the cards with their faces towards me. As I
do this I claim that I’ve practised so much with a
deck that, during a super-fast riffle, I can not only
glimpse their signature but can also know the value
and suit of the card as well. Sometimes I’ll name the
card, sometimes I’ll name just the value and pretend
that I couldn’t get the suit. Exploiting little flukes like
this can get you an incredible reputation.

When somebody signs a card I always try to pencil-
read what they are writing. By looking at the top of
the pen’s motion you can, with a high degree of
success after some practice, see what they are
writing. If they write something odd rather than their
name (far more common than you may imagine) and

you pencil-read it, then you have a miracle on your
hands. I can’t do it every time but, when I do, I’ll
exploit it to the full.

Listen when you are working. You may overhear
names, dates or any other really useful information
that you can exploit. Acting like a trainee industrial
spy can pay big dividends for you. When working for
a company function I will often request information
and names from the booker. Then I’ll write material
suited to that group. Let’s say that I know that Fred

from the accounting team is a very bad
golfer who always messes up his shots.
When I work to him I’ll force a ten-spot
card on him and upon the final revelation
I’ll say: ‘What a coincidence! That was
your score on the eighteenth hole last
week!’

Of course pre-planning like this is not
strictly using flukes but sometimes you’ll
pick up on things that can be used the
same way. Store information that you ‘ac-
cidentally’ pick up and use it when it will
have the most powerful effect.

One other note on flukes... Always
exploit coincidences. If they chose the Ten
of Hearts, for example, and it is now nes-
tled neatly in my wallet for later produc-
tion, I may use the line about them

cutting to their card. Obviously they are going to be
wrong but often the card they cut to can be used to
make you look good, even if they are totally wrong.
I ask them their card and then I ask them to cut. If
they cut a black card I’ll say: ‘Whoops! Try to at least
cut a red one.’ They then cut again and if they cut to
a red one it will appear that somehow you’ve engi-
neered them to do so! Play around with this idea and
you’ll see how it can really lift a trick. It also gives
you a lot of good time misdirection before the cli-
max.

Use flukes and coincidences. Remember you’re the
only one who knows what’s supposed to be
happening during an effect. Treat any extras that
come your way as little gifts from the patron saint of
magic! (I think the patron saint of magic is Billy
McComb – so thank him!)
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ADD YOUR OWN TOPPING BY SENDING IN YOUR PUZZLES!

Dennis Patten’s Puzzle Solution
Secrets - August ‘10

SOLUTIONS

PUZZLE PIZZA
COMPETITION

The answer to the
Sphinx riddle is a man!

A man crawls on all fours
in the morning of his life
(baby), walks upright in
middle age and then uses
a cane in old age.

COMPETITION RESULT:
ANSWER - 6 + (6/6) = 7
WINNER - We had a record number
of entrants so we decided to award
three prizes! The winners are:
Jack Dent, Campbell Glazier
and Adam Linscott. Well Done!

TRAVERSING
SQUARES:

Can you trace a
path along all
five red squares
without picking
up your pencil,
going over the
same segment
twice or
crossing a line
you’ve already
laid down?

YOUNGMAGICIAN OF
THE YEAR QUIZ

As you know this competition takes place
next year. A super prize will be awarded to
the first person drawn out of a hat:

WHO CAN CORRECTLY NAME FOUR
PAST WINNERS?

Email your answers to the usual
address: mandy@TheMagicCircle.co.uk
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VISIT THE MACIC CAVE
EVERYDAY

IN COVENT GARDEN

10% DISCOUNT
WITH THIS AD OR GO

ONLINE AT
www.magiccave.co.uk

THE YOUNGMAGICIAN
OF THE YEAR 2011

50th Anniversary Competition
You need to be aged over fourteen and under
eighteen years by 1st January 2010 and have a
stage act, suitable for family entertainment,
lasting between eight and twelve minutes.

You are judged on technique and general ability,
presentation and originality, appearance and
personality and the routining and magical content
of your act.

The heats will take place on May 8th and the Final
on 31st July – you must be able to compete on
those dates.

Further information may be obtained
from the Competition Secretary

Dr. C. M. Colley, M.I.M.C.
MichaelColley@TheMagicCircle.co.uk



THE CARD  
COLLECTION 

The largest selection of playing cards in the UK, 
maybe the world!!! 

We stock USPCC Bicycle and their range of decks,  
Including, Tigers, Ghost, Arcane, Smoke &  

Mirrors, Karnival ,  
ALL THE LATEST DECKS

We also stock many other Magical items, Magnets, 
Silks, Flash products, Sponge Balls, Packet Tricks, 

Visit our website,  
www.cards4magic.co.uk  

Or come and visit our showrooms at 

Ashford Kent TN23 6JZ 
 

Tel:01233 647878 
Fax: 01233 646487 

E-mail:clive@cards4magic.co.uk    
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The Kaymar Magic Company
Quality Affordable Magic

10% Discount to Young Magician
Club Members

The New Kaymar Catalogue
is now available Only £3-00

(includes £3-00 discount voucher off future purchases)

Visit our Website www.kaymarmagic.com
or visit our magic studio at :

The Kaymar Magic Company Ltd
Unit 3, 108 Croft Road,

Nuneaton, Warwickshire. CV10 7DN
02476 353904
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th love from Australia

Sydney Opera House

Brand New From the Creator of

TravelogueTravelogue
THE DIARY TRICK RE-VISITED

LittleShopOfMagic.com

Dear Magish
It was amazing.The Magician gave me an envelope

to hold and showed me a diary

full of different places to vist.

Then I looked up where we might go

on my birthday.I could not believe it
Inside the envelope was a post card

from the very same place!

You should do this one.with loveLSOM 1 Diary
1 Envelope

Both on show
from the start

Wow, I’ve no idea how you did that.
Marc Oberon - FISM Winner

That’s brilliant, when can I have one.
Graham Jolley - Top Mindreader Specially Printed Diary,

Postcards + Envelope

With instructional DVD

LittleShopOfMagic.co.uk

Richard Pinner’s

£27.99
The code Ollivander unlocks a special section of the website with discounted prices for YMC members

 Delivered in the UK.  £34.99 for everyone else. 


